
Painter - Texture Applications
APX™ 6200 - APX™ 8200

APX™

• Dedicated for plaster wall smoothing and finishing, for the true professional

• Pumps the heaviest materials with optimal output and without fluctuations

• All-in-one design, easy to move around on your job site 

PROFESSIONAL ADVANTAGES

Graco’s first dedicated Airless wall finishing plaster spray equipment



APX™ All-in-One Plaster Sprayers  
for the true Professional

For decades, Graco has been a key player in providing Airless spray equipment for plaster wall 
smoothing and finishing. Both Mark Max and T-Max™ are brands you helped us establish  
in the market. 
We didn’t want to stop there though. We continued listening to what you - our customer - wants. 
It is, therefore, with great pride that we can now announce the launch of our very first truly 
dedicated range of plaster spray equipment: the APX™ 6200 and APX™ 8200.

We wanted to continue leading through innovation and to make your job much, much easier. 
After all, look at how we've designed our APX™ sprayers and when you compare these to our 
competitors' technology equipment, you'll see that you will:

DO MORE M² A DAY
Since we work at higher pressure, you will get more material output than any other competitive 
technology equipment, using the same tip size. Up to 50% more!

SPEND LESS TIME AND MONEY ON MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS
No augers that can break, hardened steel gears and a pump that is much less prone to wear 
in aggressive materials. Having packings replaced instead of needing to buy an entire pump 
is much more cost-effective. But you can also benefit from the ProConnect™ tool-less pump 
removal and carry a spare pump you can swap out in just seconds. No expensive downtime 
anymore!

GET YOUR UNIT ONTO, AROUND AND OFF THE JOB SITE MUCH FASTER
Typically smaller in size, more compact in design and lighter than any competitive technology 
machine, the APX™ is easy to wheel around on big job sites, and both the hopper and the pump 
can be removed in an instant for easier transport.

GET A RELIABLE UNIT 
FOR A VERY COMPETITIVE PRICE
Tired of having a machine that spends 
more time in the shop than on a job? 
The APX™ offers better reliability than 
competitive technologies, typically at 
a lower acquisition cost.

The next step in Graco’s Airless 
solutions for plaster wall smoothing 
and finishing:

➤ ALL-IN-ONE 
 Its compact, all-in-one 
 design includes the hopper. 
 Plug in, fill the hopper and 
 you’re ready to go! 

➤ MORE PERFORMANCE 
 A better, more consistent spray  
 fan in large tip sizes, offering  
 more flow and less time knifing 
 down material

➤ IN ALL MATERIALS 
 Stop losing time mixing or  
 thinning your plaster before  
 spraying. No more issues with 
 cavitation and losing prime  
 due to heavy materials.

Welded Steel Cart
- Front swivel wheel
- 3-wheel design  
 with locking  
- Easy, one-man  
 transport and storage
- Integrated tool tray  
 and lift handles

4 or 6 Bag Hopper with VIBRA-FLO™ 
- Exclusive vibration system that helps convey  
 even the thickest materials to the pump
- Single knob variable control
- Integrated system requires  
 no extra power cords
- No need for augers to feed  
 material into pump - easier  
 to clean
- Integrated filter Endurance™ Airless Piston Pump with ProConnect™ 2

- Proven to have longest life in the industry
- Available in complete hard chrome or complete MaxLife™, depending on your materials

SmartControl™ 3.0 
- Delivers consistent spray fan   
 without pressure fluctuation
- Extra-large LED readout  
 displays pressure, litres,  
 hours and more
- Easy 1 knob control



! TIP
 

Gain more time
Use your sprayer in 

combination with the  
APX™ hose reel

The All-in-One Heavy Material Application System 

How it works 

	 Material is squeezed from bag into hopper 

 VIBRA-FLO™ hopper shakes and conveys material to pump inlet 

 Material enters pump and filter-less manifold and hose 

 Material flows through pulsation-reducing X-FLO™ hose to gun and is applied

Did You Know?

You can also benefit from the 
APX™ VIBRA-FLO™ advantage 
on your Mark Max sprayers!

Versatile
➤ Works with all Airless TexSpray™ pumps

➤ Holds up to 6 bags (95 litre) 

VIBRA-FLO™ System
➤ Exclusive vibration system that helps 
 convey even the thickest materials  
 to the pump

➤ Single knob variable control

➤ Integrated system requires no extra  
 power cords

➤ No maintenance system offers peace  
 of mind

Easy Transport
Tool-less removal of both  
hopper and pump

Save Material & Cost 
Our new bag roller design  
can be adjusted to fit the  
bag, so no loss of material

No More Mixing  
or Thinning
Spray the heaviest of materials 
without loosing time preparing

New Design Adjustable Bag Roller
- Completely empties bags with no waste or mess
- Adjustable to fit any bag length
- Maintenance-free design

X-FLO™ Hose  
with Super-Flex™ Whip Hose
- Reduces pulsation for a better finish  
 to reduce hand finishing

- Heavy-duty construction
- Easy to clean  



Accessories
Get the most out of your equipment, by using our professional accessories:

Technical Specifications
All units ship complete and ready to spray:
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Guns 
245820 TexSpray™ gun - InLine™

289605 Blue TexSpray™ gun

Whips (230 bar)
17N982 1/2" x 5 m - APX™ 
277351 3/8" x 0.9 m - BlueMax™ II
191239 3/8" x 3.5 m - BlueMax™ II

Hoses
17N984 5/8" x 15 m - X-Flo™

278499 1/2" x 15 m - BlueMax™ II
240796 3/8" x 7.5 m - BlueMax™ II
 
Bag Roller & Bag Roller Systems
17P747 Bag roller APX™ (excl. mounting)
17R172 Bag roller system APX™

17R173 Bag roller system for T-Max™

17R174 Bag roller system for blue service hopper

APX Hose Reel
17R720 X-FLO™ Hose Reel APX™

Pump Replacement Kits
17R044 APX 6200 - Chrome
17R042 APX 8200 - Chrome
17N693 APX 6200 - MaxLife™

17N694 APX 8200 - MaxLife™

VIBRA-FLO™ Shaker Kits
17P812 VIBRA-FLO shaker repair kit, APX™

17P196 VIBRA-FLO blue texture hopper, CEE
17P002 VIBRA-FLO blue texture hopper, multi

Tips & Guards
HDAXXX Brown Heavy Duty RAC X™ Airless tips
246215 RAC X™ tip guard

Liquids
206994 TSL™ - 0.25 litre 
253574 Pump Armor™ - 1 litre 
245133 Pump Armor™ - 3.8 litre 

Model Name: APX™ 6200 APX™ 8200
Part Numbers:  for EURO Version (230 V)  without Bag Roller (230 V) 
  with Bag Roller (230 V) 

17N345 
17N346

17N352 
17N353

 for Multicord Version (230 V) without Bag Roller (230 V) 
  with Bag Roller (230 V)

17N343
17N344

17N350
17N351

Type Endurance Piston Hard Chrome Endurance Piston Hard Chrome
Max. Fluid Flow - lpm / (gpm) 6 (1.6) 8 (2.2)
Max. Working Pressure - bar (PSI) 207 (3000) 207 (3000)
Tip Support (Plaster)  .051"  .057"
Pump Balls Black ceramic installed 

Steel set included
Black ceramic installed 

Steel set included
Motor HP - DC Brushless 2.5 4
Plug Style Multi Multi
Hopper 60 litre (4 bags) 80 litre (5 bags)
VIBRA-FLO Shaker Yes Yes
Hose 15 m x 5/8" X-Flo™ + 5 m x 1/2" whip Yes Yes

APX™ All-in-One Plaster Sprayers 
for the true Professional

EURO Version = CEE VDO cord, Multicord Version = Multi x4: IT-CH-DK


